INTEGRATED CURRICULUM - NATURAL DISASTERS
Watch the following clip of Behind the News and write a short summary in your homework book.
http://www.abc.net.au/btn/story/s3895042.htm

Remember to refer to the Literature Circle role of the Summariser on the Grade 5 blogs.
You need to prepare a brief summary of the BtN viewed.
*Key points
*Main highlights
*Major incidents

English - Procedural Text
Identify the features of a procedural text using the example given to you.
(Snakebite)

You might like to include a colour coded key to mark the features.
Remember to think of all of the ‘must haves’ and ‘can haves’ that we listed in class.

Mathematics
Times tables practice - you need to go onto ‘Live’ mathletics at least 3 times during the week.

Reminders & iCal Dates
• Wednesday 5th August - Montmorency Leadership Day